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SUMMARY
Recent advances on the Internet of Things (IoT) have posed great challenges to the search engine community.
IoT systems manage huge numbers of heterogeneous sensors and/or monitoring devices, which continuously
monitor the states of real-world objects, and most data are generated automatically through sampling. The
sampling data are dynamically changing so that the IoT search engine should support real-time retrieval.
Additionally, the IoT search involves not only keyword matches but also spatial-temporal searches and
value-based approximate searches, as IoT sampling data are generally from spatial-temporal scenario. To
meet these challenges, we propose a ‘Hybrid Real-time Search Engine Framework for the Internet of Things
based on Spatial-Temporal, Value-based, and Keyword-based Conditions’ (‘IoT-SVK Search Engine’ or
simply ‘IoT-SVKSearch’ for short) in this paper. The experiments show that the IoT-SVK search engine
has satisfactory performances in supporting real-time, multi-modal retrieval of massive sensor sampling data
in the IoT. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the Internet of Things (IoT) becomes one of the hottest research issues over the
world. An IoT system may connect and manage huge numbers of heterogeneous sensors and/or
monitoring devices, which continuously monitor the states of real-world objects such as vehicles,
buildings, airports, trafﬁc networks, lakes, dams, and mountains. IoT can support remote perception
and control of things and can be used in various kinds of domains such as Intelligent Transportation
Systems, disaster monitoring, environmental protection, urban planning and construction, public
security, and emergency management [1].
Because of the high application potential of IoT, much research has been conducted in this
area with many effective solutions achieved [2–5]. However, most research focuses on the sensor
layer, the network layer, or the hardware layer, while the key problems to support large scale IoT
deployment, that is, massive sensor data management and retrieval techniques, are not
well studied.
In IoT systems, most data are generated automatically through samplings. We call this kind of
data ‘IoT sampling data’ in this paper. IoT sampling data can either be numeric data (such as
the data sampled from temperature sensors) or be multimedia data (such as the pictures or video
clips captured from trafﬁc monitors). IoT sampling data make a typical big data scenario as
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they are according with the features of big data such as Volume (IoT sampling data are massive
because of the huge number of sensors/devices and the high frequency of samplings), Velocity
(the states and thus the sampling values of the monitored objects keep changing dynamically so that
IoT sampling data are stream data), Variety (different sensors/devices have different functions and
data formats so that they are highly heterogeneous), Value (most of the time the sampling values
change very little, and the changing points are the most important values, which need to be
extracted from massive data), and Veracity (the sampling values reﬂect the states of real world
objects even though noices may exist). Because of the aforementioned features, information
retrieval and search techniques are crucial for dealing with IoT sampling data efﬁciently in large
scale IoT systems.
Currently, the search engine techniques such as catalogue-based search engines and
keyword-based search engines are quite mature and are successfully used in many real-world
systems [6]. Besides, multimedia search engines [7], peer-to-peer search engines [8], natural
language processing [9], and intelligent search engines [10] become increasingly important
and popular. However, all of the aforementioned techniques mainly focus on static or slowly
evolving web data, which only need the indices to be updated periodically instead dynamically,
so that they are insufﬁcient in dealing with the dynamically generated sampling data in
the IoT.
Up to now, the research on IoT search engine is still very limited [11–14]. There are some
pioneer works dealing with real-time search on IoT data, but they can only support relatively simple
search types, like keyword-based searches [15–18], static-location-based searches [19], or currentstate-based searches [20]. The work in [21] proposed a cloud framework, which can manage sensor
data in mobile Web 2.0, but the related index and search methods for sensor dada are not thoroughly
discussed. As far as we know, there are no existing work, which can support multi-modal search
conditions on the historical and present sampling data (by ‘multimodal’, we mean that the search
engine should simultaneously support multiple kinds of search conditions like spatial-temporal,
value-based, and keyword-based conditions). Therefore, existing work is not enough for effective
IoT information retrieval.
Ideally, an IoT search engine should support the following features:
First, it should support real-time retrieval of IoT sampling data. As each sensor or monitoring
device generates new sampling data continuously, the IoT sampling data to be searched are
highly dynamic. Therefore, the search engine should update the indices in real-time to make sure
that the latest sampling data can be retrieved.
Second, it should support spatial-temporal search conditions. Spatial-temporal attribute is one of
the intrinsic attributes of IoT sampling data, as every sampling value has a sampling time and a
sampling location. Therefore, spatial-temporal search conditions are very important constraints in
IoT search engines.
Third, it should support value-based search conditions. Most IoT sampling data are numeric data.
In many cases, search conditions are given as reference values, and all the sensors with similar
states should be returned as the result, which makes the traditional keyword-based search
methods insufﬁcient.
Fourth, both historical and present data are important and should be supported in IoT search
engines. For instance, to analyze the distribution of trafﬁc jams in a historical time instant, we
need to search historical trafﬁc monitoring data. To ﬁnd witnesses of a car accident, we need
to search historical positions of passing-by vehicles.
According to our literature analysis, there are no existing works, which meet all the aforementioned requirements. To support effective retrieval of massive IoT sampling data, we propose a
‘Hybrid Search Engine Framework for the Internet of Things based on Spatial-Temporal, Valuebased, and Keyword-based Conditions’ (‘IoT-SVK search engine’ or simply ‘IoT-SVKSearch’
for short) in this paper. The main contributions of this paper include the followings:
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(1) A multimodal real-time search engine framework, IoT-SVKSearch, for retrieving massive and
heterogeneous IoT sampling data, is proposed. IoT-SVKSearch can support multi-modal search
conditions, including keyword-based, spatial-temporal, and value-based conditions. Its indices
are updated in real-time so that not only the historical but also the latest states of sensors can
be retrieved.
(2) A Moving Object Grid-Sketched Spatial-Temporal R-Tree (MOGSSTR-Tree) is proposed to
index the spatial-temporal attributes of moving monitored objects in real-time. MOGSSTRTree is based on actual sampling values instead of trajectory units. Besides, through a gridcell based mapping method, the granularity of the index records is increased, and the index
update cost is reduced.
(3) A Sampling Component Value Symbolized Keyword B+-Tree (SCVSKB+-Tree) is proposed to
conduct value-based searches through keyword matches. Value-based searches invole twodimensional distance computations. To speedup the search process, SCVSKB+-Tree ﬁrst
symbolizes the sampling values into keywords through a grid-cell based method and then
organizes them into a B+-Tree so that value-based searches can be transformed to keyword
matches. Besides, because of the grid-cell based symbolization method, the index update cost
is lowered.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the
related work in the IoT search engine area, Section 3 discusses the architecture of the IoT-SVK
search engine, Section 4 proposes a uniform data storage method for heterogeneous IoT sampling
data, Section 5 proposes a multimodal real-time index method of IoT sampling data, Section 6
provides the detailed search algorithm, Section 7 discusses experimental results, and Section 8 ﬁnally
concludes the paper.
2. RELATED WORK
The search engine technology has been a hot research area for many years. Earlier search engine
techniques such as catalogue-based search engines and keyword-based search engines are quite
mature [6] and are widely used in many commercial systems such as Yahoo, Google, and Baidu.
In recent years, increasing research interests are focused on multimedia search engines [7], peerto-peer search engines [8], natural language processing [9], and intelligent search engines [10],
which have greatly expanded and improved the data types and the intelligence of search engines.
However, all of the aforementioned search engine techniques mainly focus on static or slowly
evolving web data, such that it is sufﬁcient to update the indices at a frequency of days and even
weeks [20]. In dealing with the automatically generated, spatial-temporal, and value-based
sampling data in the IoT, these search engine techniques are insufﬁcient.
In recent years, the search engine technology for retrieving massive IoT sensor data becomes
increasingly popular, because of the rapid developments on sensor networks and on the IoT.
However, in general, the research and development in this area are still very limited, as analyzed
as follows.
2.1. Real-time search of sensor data
As stated in Section 1, real-time retrieval of sensor data is one of the most important requirements
for IoT search engines. Along this direction, there are already some research works conducted with
several prototype systems developed, like Snoogle [15], Microsearch [16], and MAX [17].
However, these systems mainly focus on resource discovery in web of things and require that the
sensors or smart devices to be searched have a textual description attached. The keywords for
searching are extracted from the textual descriptions, which are then organized into inverted ﬁles.
Inverted ﬁles of the whole search engine system are organized in a distributed manner with each
inverted ﬁle responsible for the local search of a certain group of sensors. In general, the search
processes of these systems are still based on keyword matches. One of the limitations is that these
systems are still based on static information of sensors and cannot support retrieval of dynamically
sampled sensor values.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In [18], a semantic discovery service for Web-enabled smart things, DiscoWoT, is presented.
DiscoWoT allows multiple discovery strategies in representing web resources, and users can create
and update the strategies at runtime by using DiscoWoT’s REST interface [22]. Similar to Snoogle,
Microsearch, and MAX, DiscoWoT also focuses on the sharing of smart devices, and its index is
based on static description information, instead of on dynamic sampling values.
In [20], a current-state-based search engine called Dyser is introduced, which is based on
dynamically sampled sensor values. Through sensor gateways, the sensor sampling values are
transformed into discrete states, which are then published as sensor pages of the HTML format.
The indexer periodically crawls the web in order to build an index of relevant sensor pages.
However, the index is still keyword-based, which can only support the latest states of real-world
entities, while time-stamped historical states cannot be retrieved. Another drawback is that the index
is updated periodically instead of in real-time, which can lead to considerable time delays.
In our previous work [23], we proposed a SeaCloudDM database clustering framework for
managing massive heterogeneous sensor data. However, the focus of SeaCloudDM is on how to
store and to query sensor data in the database framework through newly introduced data types
and operators. SeaCloudDM heavily depends on the database management system (DBMS) kernel
and the SQL query interface to provide a general data management platform and to process
complicated queries with logic constraints, so that it cannot be used directly in search engines where
both the DBMS kernel and the SQL interface are no longer available. Moreover, search engines usually
require very high searching (or query processing) speed, which cannot be fulﬁlled by databases.
Besides, in SeaCloudDM, we assumed that sensors abide by certain location tracking rules so that
the samplings of a same sensor can form a continuous trajectory in the spatial-temporal space.
However, in search engines, such assumptions no longer hold, because more location tracking
techniques are involved, such as GPS, RFID, barcode, and locationing through wireless
communication infrastructures. As such, sampling data can only be considered as discrete points,
making the existing spatial-temporal index techniques no longer valid.
Finally, in SeaCloudDM, different kinds of sensors can have different value-based indices so that
multiple value-based indices may coexist in the system, and through data distribution, these indices
are stored at different server nodes and can work independently. However, this is not appropriate in
search engines where all indices are stored at the index layer and too many value-based index trees
will make the system hard to manage. How to index the values of different kinds of sensors in a
uniformed data structure is a key problem remaining unsolved.
2.2. Spatial-temporal search engine techniques
Spatial or spatial-temporal retrieval is another important requirement for IoT search engine. Each
IoT sampling value can have a spatial-temporal attribute associated, which can be obtained through
multiple ways like GPS, wireless communication infrastructures, and video cameras [24]. In spatialtemporal retrieval of sensor data, the work of [19] proposes a method to express sensor locations in
metadata and to support current-location-based searches. However, the work mainly supports static
locations while for moving sensors, only the latest locations can be retrieved.
Up to now, there are no search engines, which can support the retrieval of dynamically change
locations (including the historical and present locations) of moving monitored objects. As an
alternative, we can certainly borrow some ideas from moving object databases (MOD). In MOD,
the historical and present locations of moving objects are organized into trajectories, with each
trajectory being a curve in the X Y T space. There are many effective index methods for retrieving
trajectories efﬁciently, like TB-Tree [25], MON-Tree [26], and MOSTR-Tree [27]. However, these
indices cannot be used directly in searching IoT sampling data for the following reasons:
(1) Most trajectory indices in MOD are mainly suitable for static trajectories or relatively small
number of moving objects, without considering and optimizing the index updating cost caused
by frequent samplings. To keep the indices up-to-date, every time a new sampling is received,
the indices are updated. However, in IoT environments, the scale of the monitored objects is
much larger than in MOD, so that the index updating cost would be too high if these indices
are directly used.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(2) In MOD, trajectories are sampled based on motion vectors through certain location tracking
protocols, in order to describe the continuous movements of moving objects. Therefore, most
trajectory indices in MOD use motion vectors to compute the dynamic locations of moving
objects so that the index updating costs can be reduced. However, in IoT systems, sampling
values are obtained without obeying any location tracking protocols (taking RFID samplings
for example), so that motion vectors are no longer available.
2.3. Value-based search engine techniques
Most IoT sampling data are numeric, so that value-based search conditions are very important in
IoT environments. A typical value-based search is ‘ﬁnd all temperature sensors whose values are
about 35.5 at around 10:00AM of last Friday’.
The research on value-based search techniques is very limited. In [20], the authors proposed a
latest-state-based search method for sensor sampling data. However, this method cannot really
support value-based search conditions. Instead, the numeric values are transformed to userspeciﬁed textual states, and the searches are based on textual matches. Moreover, the work
can only support the latest states of sensors, while the historical, time-dependent states cannot
be retrieved.
To sum up, existing works are not sufﬁcient to support sophisticated IoT information retrieval, so
that more research is needed. In our previous work [28], we proposed some rough ideas about realtime search of IoT sampling data. However, there are still many limitations:
(1) Vitalization results are simply included in the textual descriptions instead of expressed as sampling
values, so that they can only be retrieved through keywords.
(2) The spatial-temporal index is based on trajectory units instead of actual samplings, so that errors
can be introduced during interpolations.
(3) In value-based searches, although partitioning of the value domain is considered, only point
queries are considered while ignoring the range queries. Moreover, only numeric values can be
searched, while non-numeric values are not discussed.
In this paper, we systematically extend our IoT search engine framework to address the
aforementioned problems. Besides, we analyze the performance in more detail with redesigned experiments.
3. ARCHITECTURE OF THE IOT-SVK SEARCH ENGINE
The goal of the IoT-SVK search engine is to support real-time retrieval of IoT sampling data based
on the following multi-modal search conditions:
(1) Keyword-based search conditions. For instance, ‘Retrieve all the historical and present sampling
values of sensor X0032’, or ‘Find all temperature sensors deployed by Wuhan University’,
where the underlined words are the keywords for search processing;
(2) Spatial-temporal search conditions. For instance, ‘Find all ambulances in region A in time period
P (or at current time t)’, or ‘Display all wind sensors deployed in area A’, where the under-dotted
words specify the spatial-temporal or just spatial constraints;
(3) Value-based search conditions. For instance, ‘given (temperature value v, time t) as a reference
point with (εv, εt) as error threshold, ﬁnd all temperature sensors whose states are within the
searching range’, where the under-wave-lined words specify the value-based conditions.
To meet this goal, the IoT-SVK search engine includes three different kinds of indices, which are
updated in real-time when new sampling values are uploaded continuously. The architecture of the
IoT-SVK search engine is depicted in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the architecture of the IoT-SVK search engine can be divided into
three layers: the sensor and monitoring device layer, the IoT-SVK storage layer, and the IoTSVK index layer.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Hybrid Search Engine Framework for the Internet of Things based on SpatialTemporal, Value-based, and Keyword-based Conditions (IoT-SVK) search engine.

3.1. The sensor and monitoring device layer
This layer includes various categories of sensors and/or monitoring devices, which continuously
sample the states of real-world objects. The sampling data generated in this layer can be divided into
two categories:
(1) Numeric sampling data, which are mainly sampled from sensors, such as temperature sensors,
pressure sensors, RFID/barcode readers, and GPS sensors.
(2) Multimedia sampling data, which are mainly sampled from multimedia monitors such as audio
and video devices, and telemetric monitoring devices.
Multimedia data are unstructured and cannot be retrieved directly. However, through image
recognition and processing, meaningful descriptions about them can be extracted. For instance,
from the pictures captured at the highway entrances, we can extract the information about the
vehicles like vehicle type, color, and license plate number. From the video cameras installed at road
intersections, we can extract the trafﬁc ﬂow parameters such as average speed, ﬂux, density
of vehicles, and trafﬁc jams. The aforementioned process is called ‘vitalization’ [29] of multimedia data.
Vitalization is conducted online when the multimedia data are sampled. Basically, the output of
vitalization is a textual semi-structured value with schema associated. The output is semi-structured
because the schema can change from time to time. For instance, the same video monitor installed at
a city square can output the feature of a passenger including gait, sex, and hair color at time t1, and
output the statistical information like number of people, and average moving speed at time t2.
Each vitalization output is considered as a sampling value, describing an event detected from the
multimedia device, while the multimedia data themselves are considered as raw materials.
3.2. The IoT-SVK storage layer
All data sampled from sensors and/or monitoring devices are stored at the IoT-SVK storage layer, in
order to support retrieval of both historical and present information. In this layer, data are organized
by taking the ‘monitored object’ as the basic unit. That is, all sampling values of the same
monitored object are organized together within a same data record.
A monitored object is a target whose states are tracked by the IoT system. In most cases, it
corresponds to a sensor or a monitoring device. For instance, each temperature sensor deployed
in a lake corresponds to a monitored object, so that the same lake may contain numerous monitored
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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objects. Each trafﬁc video monitor is also considered as a monitored object. The exceptions mainly
exist with ID-tagged objects like RFID-tagged objects and barcode-tagged objects. In these cases,
there is no correspondence between monitored objects and sensors /monitoring devices. Taking
RFID sensors as an example: an RFID-tagged monitored object (a vehicle or a cargo) does not
correspond to a certain RFID reader. Instead, its dynamic locations are tracked through multiple
RFID readers throughout the whole IoT system. Barcode-tagged monitored objects have the
similar attributes.
Another case should be discussed is wireless sensor networks (WSN). In many circumstances,
individual sensors of the WSN are not important, while the aggregation information extracted from
the WSN is of special interest. Therefore, the whole WSN can be considered as a monitored object,
while the individual sensors do not need to be managed by the IoT system.
The IoT-SVK storage layer is composed of multiple ‘Raw-Data Storages’ (called ‘RD-Stores’ for
short), with each RD-Store connecting and managing large numbers of sensors and/or monitoring
devices. The data managed at RD-Stores are organized as object data records. Each object data
record contains a sampling sequence, which is composed of a series of time-stamped sampling
values. Detailed description about the data organization method in RD-Stores will be given in
Section 4.
3.3. The IoT-SVK index layer
The IoT-SVK index layer is composed of an index master server and multiple index node servers,
which form a two-tiered, distributed tree structure, as shown in the upper part of Figure 1.
To support different kinds of search conditions, there are three indices coexisting in the IoT-SVK
index layer:
(1) The Full-Text Keyword B+-Tree (FTKB+-Tree) Index, which supports keyword search conditions.
(2) The IoT Spatial-Temporal R-Tree (ISTR-Tree) Index, which supports spatial or spatial-temporal
conditions;
(3) The SCVSKB+-Tree Index, which supports value-based search conditions.
These indices provide fast accesses to the object data records stored at the IoT-SVK storage layer.
Meanwhile, they are updated in real-time with the object data records updated when new sampling
values are received. Detailed description about them will be given in Section 5.
4. UNIFORMED STORAGE METHOD FOR HETEROGENEOUS IOT SAMPLING DATA
In this section, we discuss how the sampling data are stored at the IoT-SVK storage layer. As stated
earlier, in the IoT-SVK search engine, each monitored object corresponds to one and only one
object data record, and each object data record is stored at a certain RD-Store (called the home
RD-Store of the object), and contains all sampling values of the monitored object, which are
organized as a sampling sequence.
In the following deﬁnition, we suppose that DInstant, DPoint, DRegion, and DString are the domains of
time instants, points, regions, and textual strings, respectively.
Deﬁnition 1 Sampling value
A sampling value corresponds to a numeric value sampled from a sensor, or to a vitalization output
extracted from a multimedia device, which can be deﬁned as follows:
SamplingValue ¼ ðt; pos; schema; value; pRawfileÞ
where t ∈ DInstant is the time instant when the value is sampled; pos ∈ DPoint ∪ DRegion is the location
m
where the value is sampled; schema = (cNamei: cTypei) m
i¼1 and value = (cValuei) i¼1 are the format
and the actual value of the sampling value, respectively, where cNamei ∈ DString, cTypei ∈ DString, and
cValuei ∈ DString are the name, the data type, and the value of the ith component (Deﬁnition ) of
SamplingValue, respectively; pRawﬁle = ftype: fpointer where ftype ∈ DString and fpointer∈DString are
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the type and the access address of the raw multimedia data (for numeric sensors, rawﬁle = null).
Normally, the raw multimedia ﬁle is stored together with the multimedia device. Alternatively, it
can also be stored at the home RD-Store of the monitored object.
Let us discuss the pos attribute further. If the monitored object is a static object with ﬁxed
location, then the sampling location can either be a point (taking temperature sensors for example)
or a region (taking the aggregation data from WSN for example. In this case, the whole WSN is
considered as a sensor). Therefore, we have pos ∈ DPoint ∪ DRegion for static object. If the monitored
object is a moving object whose location changes over time, then the sampling location can only be
a point (considering the fact that existing positioning devices such as GPS and RFID/barcode
readers return point values), and in this case, we have pos ∈ DPoint.
Through the previous format, we can express heterogeneous IoT sampling data in a uniform manner.
Table I shows some SamplingValue examples (assume t1–t6 ∈ DInstant, point1–point5 ∈ DPoint, and
region1–region2 ∈ DRegion. Note that for the GPS sampling value, the longitude and latitude values
are already included in the pos attribute so that they do not appear in the value attribute).
A sampling value can have multiple components, with each component describing only one
physical aspect of the object. In Table I, for instance, the sampling value of wind sensor has two
components: windspeed and winddir, and their values are called ‘sampling component values’.

Deﬁnition 2 Sampling component value
For a certain sampling value (t, pos, schema, value, rawﬁle), where schema = (cNamei: cTypei)m
i¼1
and value = (cValuei)m
i¼1 , its ith (1 ≤ i ≤ m) sampling component value is (cNamei: cTypei, cValuei, t).
In general, a sampling component value, denoted as SamplingComponentValue, is deﬁned as follows:
SamplingComponentValue ¼ ðcName : cType; cValue; t Þ
where cName ∈ DString, cType ∈ DString, and cValue ∈ DString are the name, the data type, and the value of the
component, respectively, and t is the sampling time.
For instance, in Table I, the GPS sensor sampling value contains two sampling component
values:‡ (speed: real, 39.5, t2) and (direction: real, 43.2, t2), and the temperature sensor sampling
value has only one component value: (temperature: real, 27.5, t1).

Deﬁnition 3 Sampling sequence
In general, the sampling sequence of a certain monitored object, denoted as SamplingSequence, is
composed of all sampling values of the object for a certain period of time, ordered by sampling
time, and can be deﬁned as the following format:
SamplingSequence ¼ ððt i ; posi ; schemai ; valuei ; pRawfilei ÞÞni¼1
where ti ∈ DInstant and posi ∈ DPoint ∪ DRegion are the sampling time and the sampling location of the ith
sampling value, schemai ∈ DString and valuei ∈ DString are the format and the actual value of the ith
sampling value, pRawﬁlei = ftypei: fpointeri (where ftypei ∈ DString and fpointeri ∈ DString) describes
the type and the access address of the raw multimedia data from which the ith sampling value is
extracted (for numeric sensors, pRawﬁlei = null).
The previous general format can be simpliﬁed in the following four cases:

(1) If the monitored object corresponds to a static numeric sensor, then the sampling sequence
takes the following format:

SamplingSequence ¼ pos; schema; ððt i ; valuei ÞÞni¼1

‡

Note that the longitude and latitude values are contained in the pos attributed instead of in the value attribute, so that
they are not component values.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table I. Examples of Internet of Things sampling values.
Type of sensor

Sensor sampling value

Temperature sensor
GPS sensor
Wind sensor
Telemetric camera without vitalization
Trafﬁc video camera with vitalization
WSN as a sensor

(t1, point1, (temperature: real), (27.5), null)
(t2, point2, (speed: real, direction: real), (39.5, 43.2), null)
(t3, point3, (windspeed: real, winddir: real), (68.3, 25.6), null)
(t4, point4, null, null, (jpeg, ﬁle1))
// for multimedia sampling data without vitalization, each ﬁle
can correspond to a sampling value1
(t5, point5, (speed: real, ﬂux: real, density: real), (56.2, 35.3, 89.6),
(avi, ﬁle2))
(t6, region1, (averagePollute: real, dangerArea: region), (86.9,
region2), null)

1

In this paper, we only allow snapshots to be expressed in this way. Otherwise (taking video clips for example), the sampling
time and the sampling location could be time intervals and regions, respectively.

where pos ∈ DPoint, schema ∈ DString, ti ∈ DInstant, and valuei ∈ DString. Note that all the sampling values
of the static object share the same schema and the same sampling location, so that they can be extracted
out of the sequence for efﬁcient storage.
(2) If the monitored object is a moving object whose position changes over time, then the format of
the sampling sequence is as follows:
SamplingSequence ¼ ðschema; ðt i ; posi ; valuei ÞÞni¼1 Þ
where schema ∈ DString, ti ∈ DInstant, posi ∈ DPoint, and valuei ∈ DString.
(3) If the monitored object corresponds to a WSN, which makes aggregations from individual sensors
and outputs the results as sampling values, then the sampling sequence takes the following format:
SamplingSequence ¼ ðpos; ðt i ; schemai ; valuei ÞÞni¼1
where pos ∈ DRegion is the location of the WSN.
(4) If the monitored object corresponds to a static multimedia device, then the sampling sequence is as
follows:
SamplingSequence ¼ ðpos; ðt i ; schemai ; valuei ; pRawfilei ÞÞni¼1
where pos ∈ DPoint describes the location of the multimedia device, ti ∈ DInstant, schemai ∈ DString, and
valuei ∈ DString describe the ith vitalization result of the multimedia device, and pRawﬁlei is the raw
multimedia ﬁle corresponding to the ith vitalization result. Note that because the vitalization modules
are normally multifunctional, the vitalization outputs of the same multimedia device can take different
format from time to time. For instance, the same video camera can output vehicle information at one
time and output passenger information at another time.
The aforementioned formats are all valid, and the system can differentiate them automatically.
Deﬁnition 4 Object Data Record
Each monitored object corresponds to an object data record, which is deﬁned as the following form
(suppose that DSamplingSequence is the domain of SamplingSequence):

ObjectDataRecord ¼ ðobjID; objDescript; samplings; pDeviceÞ
where objID ∈ DString is the identiﬁer of the monitored object, objDescript ∈ DString is a textual
description of the object, samplings ∈ DSamplingSequence is the sampling sequence of the object, and
pDevice ∈ DString is the physical access address of the monitored object (if the monitored object is a
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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multimedia device, pDevice provides an access to it. If the monitored object is a numeric sensor, a
WSN, or an RFID/barcode-tagged object, then pDevice = null).
The objDescript attribute provides necessary information about the monitored object in order to
retrieve it effectively. For instance, the description about a moving object can include the vehicle
type, the owner, and the manufactured date. The description about a static sensor can include the
type of the sensor, the host of the sensor, and the purpose of the sensor.
In the IoT-SVK storage layer, the object data records are distributed among the RD-Stores
according to their objID values or their home locations (every monitored object has a location when
it ﬁrst registers to the system, called its home location). There can be many data distribution
strategies to choose, such as hash distribution, range distribution, round-robin distribution, and
geo-based distribution, to make the data distributed among RD-Stores evenly.

5. MULTIMODAL REAL-TIME INDEX METHOD FOR IOT SAMPLING DATA
In the IoT-SVK search engine, three indices, the FTKB+-Tree Index, the ISTR-Tree, and the
SCVSKB+-Tree, coexist to index different aspects of the sampling values and to support
multimodal search conditions. These indices are updated dynamically in order to support real-time
searches of IoT sampling data.
In IoT environments, sampling values are received very frequently so that they can be considered
as data streams. To reﬂect the latest states of monitored objects, the indices have to be updated in realtime whenever a new sampling value is received. However, these can cause very high index updating
costs, especially for the ISTR-Tree and the SCVSKB+-Tree, which are directly based on the sampling
values (the FTKB+-Tree is based on the attributes other than SamplingSequence so that it is not
sentative to the new samplings). To solve this problem, we use grid cell based index methods to slow
down index updating frequencies. More precisely, in both the ISTR-Tree and the SCVSKB+-Tree, the
data spaces are partitioned into grid cells ﬁrst. When the indexed attributes of the sampling values stay
in the same grid cells, the indices do not need to be updated, even though multiple sampling values
may be received. In this way, the index updating cost can be greatly reduced, while the real-time states
of monitor objects can be reﬂected in and retrieved from the indices.
5.1. The Full-Text Keyword B+-Tree Index
The purpose of the FTKB+-Tree Index is to support keyword based search conditions. The
keywords to be indexed by the FTKB+-Tree are extracted from the textual attributes of the object
data records, including objID and objDescript.
Figure 2 depicts the overall structure of the FTKB+-Tree.
As shown in Figure 2, the structure of the FTKB+-Tree is similar to that of the B+-Tree, with
some special features:

Figure 2. The Full-Text Keyword B+-Tree Index.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(1) The FTKB+-Tree is a distributed index built on multiple index servers. Each index server may
contain one or more nodes of the FTKB+-Tree.
(2) Even though multiple object data records may contain a same keyword, each keyword appears
only once among the leaf node records. Each leaf node record has a pointer associated, leading
to the ‘identiﬁer-set block’ (‘IDSet-Block’ for short), which contains the identiﬁers of object
data records containing this keyword. In this way, the size of the FTKB+-Tree can be reduced.
The index records of the root node or the internal nodes of the FTKB+-Tree take the form
<key, serverID, pagePointer>, where key is a keyword, and serverID and pagePointer together
describe the address of the child node of the record (where serverID speciﬁes an index node server
and pagePointer speciﬁes the detailed page address of the child node inside the server).
The leaf node records of the FTKB+-Tree take the form <key, set((rdStoreID, objID))>, where
key is a keyword, and set((rdStoreID, objID)) is a set of identiﬁer pairs specifying the detailed
object data records containing this keyword, with each (rdStoreID, objID) pair specifying an object
data record. To uniform the length of the leaf node records, detailed identiﬁer pairs are stored at
IDSet-Blocks, while the leaf nodes only contain pointers leading to them, as shown in Figure 2.
In each index server, there is an ID data ﬁle, and each IDSet-Block is a block of the ﬁle.
The FTKB+-Tree is established in the IoT-SVK search engine as follows. For each object data
record, the RD-Store needs to extract keywords from the objID attribute and the objDescript
attribute through keyword extraction. For each extracted keyword key, the RD-Store generates an
index record of the form <key, set((rdStoreID, objID))> (note that multiple data records may
contain the same keyword). The RD-Store then sends this index record to the index master server
for further processing. After receiving the index record, the index master server makes the following
judgments. If key is a new keyword of the FTKB+-Tree, then the index master server inserts the
index record into the tree as a new index record. If key already exists in the FTKB+-Tree, then
the index master server only merges set((rdStoreID, objID)) of the previous record into the
IDSet-Block of the existing index record.
Whenever an RD-Store inserts or deletes an object data record, or updates the textual attributes of
an existing object data record, it needs to send a corresponding index updating request to the index
master server so that the FTKB+-Tree can be updated accordingly.
The insertion and deletion operations of the FTKB+-Tree are similar to those of B+-Tree.
However, because the FTKB+-Tree is distributed among multiple index servers, the index master
server needs to keep the root node to itself and distribute other nodes evenly among index node
servers when conducting insertions and deletions.
5.2. The IoT Spatial-Temporal R-Tree Index
The ISTR-Tree is used to support spatial or spatial-temporal search conditions. The ISTR-Tree is
built based on the pos attribute and the t attribute of the sampling values.
In this section, we ﬁrst describe the overall structure of the ISTR-Tree and then describe how the
locations of static objects and moving objects are indexed.
5.2.1. The overall structure of ISTR-Tree. The ISTR-Tree is a two-layered distributed index, as
shown in Figure 3. The ﬁrst layer is the Geo-Area Partitioning Table (GAP-Table) stored at the index
master server, which describes how the geographical area is partitioned among index node servers.
The second layer includes multiple ‘Sampling-Sequence Spatial-Temporal Trees’ (S3T-Trees), with
each S3T-Tree residing in an index node server and indexing the sampling values whose pos attribute
intersects with the service area of the index node server.
Let us ﬁrst consider the GAP-Table stored at the index master server. Suppose that in the IoTSVK search engine, there are n index node servers, denoted as node1, node2, …, noden, and the
whole application geographical area is G. Each index node server nodei (1 ≤ i ≤ n) corresponds
to a spatial area, called the service area of nodei, denoted as α(nodei). In partitioning the service
areas, the following conditions should be met (suppose functions border(r) and interior(r) return
the border and interior of region r, respectively, and cellk is one of the grid cells resulted from
the MOGSSTR-partitioning (Section 5.2.3)):
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Structure of the Internet of Things Spatial-Temporal R-Tree.

(1) ∪ αðnodei Þ ¼ G:
i¼1
(2) ∀i, j (i ≠ j): interior(α(nodei)) ∩ interior(α(nodej)) = ∅.
(3) For ∀i, k: border(α(nodei)) ∩ interior(cellk) = ∅.
n

Condition (3) indicates that when partitioning the service areas, the borders of service areas
should go along the borders of grid cells resulted from the MOGSSTR-partitioning, as shown in
Figure 4.
When partitioning the service areas, there are two typical methods, area-balanced partitioning and
data-balanced partitioning. In area-balanced partitioning, G is divided into service areas with equal
or similar area sizes. In data-balanced partitioning, G is divided into service areas with equal or
similar number of data objects (including sensors, monitoring devices, and underlying trafﬁc
networks). No matter which partitioning method is used, the borders of the service areas should
go along the MOGSSTR-Partitioning grid cells. The MOGSSTR-Partitioning simply divides the X
Y T space into equal-sized grid cells, as shown in Figure 5.
The records of the GAP-Table take the form <area, serverID>, where area ∈ DRegion is a service
area and serverID ∈ DString speciﬁes the index node server corresponding to this area.
The second layer of the ISTR-Tree is composed of a set of S3T-Trees. Each S3T-Tree actually
contains two sub-trees: a Static Object Spatial R-Tree (SOSR-Tree) indexing the locations of
stationary monitored objects and a MOGSSTR-Tree indexing the time-stamped, dynamically
changing locations of moving monitored objects.

Figure 4. Partitioning of service areas.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Indexed data and structure of the Moving Object Grid-Sketched Spatial-Temporal R-Tree
(MOGSSTR-Tree).

In the following two sections, we give the detailed description about the SOSR-Tree and the
MOGSSTR-Tree.
5.2.2. The Static Object Spatial R-Tree. The SOSR-Tree of a certain index node server nodei is
used to index the locations of the static monitored objects whose locations are inside or intersect
with α(nodei).
The leaf node records of the SOSR-Tree take the form <loc, rdStoreID, objID>, where
loc ∈ DPoint ∪ DRegion is the location of the static monitored object, and rdStoreID and objID together
specify the data record of the object, according to which the detailed object data record can be
retrieved. Based on the loc attribute of the index records, a standard R-tree can be built to obtain
the SOSR-Tree.
When an RD-Store creates an object data record for a static monitored object (suppose that the
identiﬁers of the object and its home RD-Store are objID and rdStoreID, respectively, and the location
of the object is loc), it needs to create an index record of the form <loc, rdStoreID, objID> and send it
to the index master server. The index master server will then, according to the GAP-Table, transfer it to
the index node server(s) whose service area(s) contain or intersect with loc for indexing.
Because static monitored objects do not change their locations, their SOSR-Tree index records do
not need to be updated during their lifetime. Only when a static object is inserted into or deleted
from the system, the SOSR-Tree needs to be updated. In this case, the RD-Store needs to send a
corresponding index insertion/deletion request to the index master server so that the corresponding
SOSR-Tree(s) can be updated accordingly.
The insertion and deletion operations of the SOSR-Tree are similar to those of R-Tree. Note that
the SOSR-Tree is stored in a single server so that the insertion and deletion operations only concern
the local data structures.
When the index master server receives a spatial search condition on static monitored objects
(like ‘Display all wind sensors deployed in area A’), which corresponds to a spatial region A, it will
ﬁrst, according to the GAP-Table, determine a set of index node servers whose service areas
intersect with A and send the spatial search condition A to the index node servers. The related index
node servers will search their SOSR-Trees and ﬁnd the static objects whose locations are inside A.
The index master server will collect and merge the results from the index node servers and then
output the ﬁnal result to the user.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5.2.3. The Moving Object Grid-Sketched Spatial-Temporal R-Tree. To support spatial-temporal search
conditions on moving monitored objects, we need to index their time-stamped, dynamically changing
locations of (including the historical and present locations contained in sampling values).
To achieve this goal, we could certainly use the moving object trajectory index methods such as
TB-Tree [25], MON-Tree [26], and MOSTR-Tree [27]. As stated earlier, however, this is not the
best solution. In more detail, we face two challenges in designing the index methods to support
spatial-temporal searches of IoT sampling data:

(1) The index should take actual sampling values instead of trajectory units or motion vectors as
the basic index records, as the sampling procedure of IoT data does not follow any predeﬁned
location tracking protocols. As a result, the index needs to be checked and updated whenever a
new sampling value is received, in order to support real-time retrieval.
(2) The number of monitored objects in IoT systems can be huge so that heavy index updating costs
can be caused by frequent samplings.
Because of the aforementioned two factors, the index updating cost becomes a serious problem.
To reduce the index updating cost, we propose a ‘MOGSSTR-Tree’ in this section. The basic idea is
as follows: ﬁrst, partition the X Y T space into equal-sized grid cells, then map the sampling
values into grid cell centers, and ﬁnally, index the mapped grid cell centers into a tree structure.
In this way, the details of the sampling values are ignored, and the frequency of the index updates
can be greatly reduced.
The indexed data and the structure of the MOGSSTR-Tree are shown in Figure 5.
From Figure 5(a), we can see that the sampling values of the moving object are uploaded
frequently. If the index records are directly based on the original sampling values, then the index
updating cost could be too expensive. To overcome this problem, we divide the spatial-temporal
space into equal-sized grid cells ﬁrst (this process is called ‘MOGSSTR-Partitioning’), then map
the sampling values into the centers of the grid cells where they are located (the grid cell center
point corresponding to a sampling value is called its ‘Grid Mapping Point’), and ﬁnally, index
the grid mapping points instead of the original sampling values. Grid mapping points are much
coarser in granularity so that it changes much less frequently than the original sampling points.
Therefore, the index updating frequency can be reduced.
The structure of the MOGSSTR-Tree is similar to that of the R-Tree. The root node records and
the internal node records take the format <mbr, pointer>, where mbr is a maximum bounding
rectangle and pointer is a pointer leading to the sub-tree of the record. The leaf node records of
the MOGSSTR-Tree take the form <gmp, set((rdStoreID, objID))>, where gmp is a grid mapping
point, and set((rdStoreID, objID)) is a set of identiﬁer pairs specifying the detailed object data
records whose sampling sequence contains at least one value whose grid mapping point is gmp.
Because multiple moving monitored objects can share the same gmp, their object identiﬁers
are merged into a set. To uniform the length of leaf node records, detailed identiﬁer pairs are
stored at IDSet-Blocks, while the leaf nodes only contain pointers leading to them, as shown in
Figure 5(b).
The MOGSSTR-Tree is gradually constructed and maintained when moving monitored objects
send their sampling values to their home RD-Stores. For a certain moving object (suppose that
objID and rdStoreID are the identiﬁer of the object and the identiﬁer of its home RD-Store,
respectively, and the function gmp(t, x, y) returns the grid mapping point corresponding to point
(t, x, y)), the construction and updating process of the MOGSSTR-Tree is as follows:
(1) When the moving object is initially registered to the system, it needs to send a sampling value
(t0, (x0, y0), schema, value0, null) to its home RD-Store. The RD-Store then creates an index record
of the form <gmp(t0, x0, y0), rdStoreID, objID> and sends it to the index master server. When the
index master server receives this index record, it transfers it to the corresponding index node server
whose service area contains gmp(t0, x0, y0) spatially. The index node server then makes the following
judgments: if gmp(t0, x0, y0) does not exist in the MOGSSTR-Tree, then insert this record into
the tree as a new index record. If gmp(t0, x0, y0) already exists in the MOGSSTR-Tree, then
merge the identiﬁer pair (rdStoreID, objID) into the IDSet-Block of the existing index record.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(2) During the lifetime of the moving monitored object, it repeatedly sends its new sampling
values to its home RD-Store and all the sampling values form a sampling sequence at the
home RD-Store. Suppose that the last sampling value of the sampling sequence is (tn, (xn, yn),
schema, valuen, null) and the newly received sampling value is (t*, (x*, y*), schema, value*,
null), it needs to make the following judgments. If gmp(t*, x*, y*) = gmp(tn, xn, yn), then
the RD-Store needs to do nothing in this case. If gmp(t*, x*, y*) ≠ gmp(tn, xn, yn), the
RD-Store generates a new index record of the form <gmp(t*, x*, y*), rdStoreID, objID>
and sends it to the index master server. The index master server then transfers the index
record to the index node server whose service area contains (x*, y*), which then inserts
or merges it to the MOGSSTR-Tree, according to whether gmp(t*, x*, y*) already exists
in the tree.
To prevent the data size from expanding unlimitedly, the IoT-SVK search engine only keeps
sampling values for a certain period of time (say for 6 months). Therefore, the system will
periodically delete obsolete sampling data from both the RD-Stores and the MOGSSTR-Trees.
When the index master server receives a spatial-temporal search condition on moving monitored
objects (like ‘ﬁnd all ambulances in region A in time period P’), which corresponds to a spatialtemporal range A P, it will ﬁrst, according to the GAP-Table, determine a set of index node
servers whose service areas intersect with A and send the spatial-temporal search condition A P
to the index node servers for further processing.
When an index node server receives a spatial-temporal search condition A P from the index
master server, it ﬁrst needs to determine the searching range Qrange by expanding A P to cover
all the grid cells intersecting with A P, as shown in Figure 6 (to make the idea more clear we only
depict the X T plane).
Then the index node server searches its MOGSSTR-Tree according to Qrange and obtains a search
result of the form ﬁlterResult = set((rdStoreID, objID)), with each (rdStoreID, objID) pair
specifying an object data record and at least one of whose sampling values is obtained within Qrange.
Note that because Qrange ⊇ A P, ﬁlterResult needs to be reﬁned to obtain the objects, which really
have samplings inside A P. The reﬁned result is then returned to the index master server.
After the index master server received all the feedback from the index node servers, it merges the
results and output the ﬁnal result to the user.
The MOGSSTR-Tree index is constructed gradually through index updating during data
samplings. When a new sampling value is received, if its spatial-temporal attribute remains at the
same grid cell as it did at the last sampling time, the index does not need to be updated. Only when
the spatial-temporal attribute of the new sampling moves to another grid cell, a new index record is
generated and inserted into the tree. In this way, the space and time complexity for index
constructing and updating can be greatly reduced.

Figure 6. Computation of spatial-temporal search range.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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In general, the index updating cost (and thus the time/space complexity) of the MOGSSTRTree is in inverse proportion to the grid cell size of the MOGSSTR-Tree. Detailed experiments
about the relationship between the grid cell size and the index updating cost can be found
in [30].
The relationship between the grid cell size and the search response time of the MOGSSTRTree is a little bit more complicated. The searching procedure on the MOGSSTR-Tree consists
of two phases: the ﬁltering phase and the reﬁnement phase. In the ﬁltering phase, all the grid
cells that intersect with the query range are searched, and the corresponding moving objects
are returned. In the reﬁnement phase, these moving objects are further evaluated according to
the query range, with the moving objects whose trajectories are outside the query range
removed. Therefore, the overall search response time on the MOGSSTR-Tree depends on both
the ﬁltering time and the reﬁnement time. When the grid cell size increases, the ﬁltering time
decreases (because the tree contains less records), while the reﬁnement time increases (because
more useless records are contained in the ﬁltering results), and vice versa. To obtain the best
overall search performance, a suitable grid cell size should be chosen. According to our experimental
analysis, the best performance can be achieved when the grid cell size is around four times of the
trajectory unit size [30].
5.3. The Sampling Component Value Symbolized Keyword B+-Tree Index
In searching the massive IoT sampling data, value-based conditions are important query
constraints. For instance, in the query ‘ﬁnd all wind sensors whose windspeed values are
around v near time t, with (εv, εt) as error threshold’, the under-waved part speciﬁes the
value-based condition.
In specifying value-based conditions, the (εv, εt) error threshold can be omitted and, in this case,
the default error threshold will be used. For instance, by default, εv can be set to 5% of the value
domain, and εt can be set to 5 s. Besides, by slightly changing the speciﬁcation of value-based
conditions, the mechanism of this paper can support more complicated value-based search requests
like ‘ﬁnd all wind sensors whose windspeed values are greater than v near time t, with εt as
error threshold’.
Value-based searches involve two-dimensional computations and cannot be fulﬁlled through keyword
matches. For instance, the (v, t) pair in the previous example actually speciﬁes a reference point in the
V T plane (where V, T are the domains of wind speed and time instant respectively) and all sampling
values close enough to this point (more precisely, within the [v  εv, v + εv] [t  εt, t + εt] range)
should be returned as the result.
However, compared with keyword matches, two-dimensional computations are quite expensive.
Even though we can adopt some spatial indices like R-Tree to speed up the computation, the
performances of these indices are not comparable with those of keyword indices such as B+-Tree.
Besides, spatial indices need to be updated whenever new sampling values are received so that they
are not suitable for IoT environments. To overcome these problems, we propose a new index
method, the SCVSKB+-Tree, in this section.
The structure of the SCVSKB+-Tree is similar to that of the FTKB+-Tree. In general, it is also a
+
B -Tree like keyword index structure. However, its keywords are not directly extracted from the
textual attributes of object data records but transformed from the sampling values.
5.3.1. The grid-based symbolization method for sampling component values. As stated in Deﬁnition ,
a numeric sampling value may contain one or more components. For instance, the wind sensor
sampling value in Table I has two components, windspeed and winddir. We use component names
to identify/represent sampling components in this paper and assume that the component names are
unique throughout the system. In implementation, this assumption can be overcome by introducing
unique component identiﬁers to replace component names.
Suppose that there are m different kinds of components in the IoT-SVK search engine system.
For each component, their values are symbolized with the following methods.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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A. Symbolization of numeric component values
If the component is of numeric type (including real, int, ﬂoat, and double), the system will ﬁrst
divide the T V plane, where T is the domain of time instant and V is the domain of cValue, into
grid cells.
For domain T, we can simply divide it into equal sized sub-intervals of size Δt. For domain V,
there exist different ways to divide it. For instance, we can determine a global argument n, and
partition V into n equal-sized intervals. In this case, we can obtain equal-sized grid cells, as shown
in Figure 7.
Alternatively, we can also partition V into n intervals of different sizes, according to the distribution pattern of the component values, as illustrated in Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 8, suppose that f(v) is the probability of a random sampling component value
v and the V domain is supposed to be partitioned into n internals: v1, v2, …, vn, with the ith interval
vi = [vi.a, vi.b]. The following conditions should be met:
(1) vi.b = vi + 1.a ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n  1)
v1:b

(2)

v2:b

vn:b

∫ f ðvÞ  dv ¼ ∫ f ðvÞ  dv ¼ … ∫ f ðvÞ  dv

v1:a

vn:a

v2:a

After the V T plane is partitioned, each grid cell can be identiﬁed as the form cell(To, Vo), where
T and Vo are the order numbers of the grid cell along the T-axle and the V-axle, respectively. For
instance, the gray colored cell in Figure 7 is identiﬁed as cell(5, 4).
For each received sampling component value of the numeric component, denoted as
(cName: cType, cValue, t), the RD-Store can transform it into a keyword with the following method:
o

(1) Map the pair (t, cValue) to the grid cell where it is located. Suppose that the functions intervalT
(t) and intervalV(v) return the order numbers of the T, V intervals, which t and v belong to. Then
the mapped grid cell is cell(intervalT(t), intervalV(cValue)).

Figure 7. Even Partitioning of the V T plane of windspeed.

Figure 8. Uneven partitioning of the V domain.
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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(2) Transform the sampling component value to keyword of the form cName-intervalT(t)-intervalV
(cValue).
For instance, the sampling component value marked by the arrow pointer in Figure 7 is symbolized
into a keyword ‘windspeed-5-4’.
B. Symbolization of non-numeric component values
If the component is of non-numeric type (such as textual string and Boolean), then the
symbolization procedure can be simpliﬁed. The V domain does not need to be partitioned in this
case, and only the T domain is partitioned into equal sized sub-intervals of size Δt.
Each received sampling component value of the non-numeric component, denoted as
(cName: cType, cValue, t), can be transformed into one or multiple symbolized keywords of
the form cName-intervalT(t)-key, where key ∈ keyExtract(cValue) is a keyword extracted from
cValue (suppose that the function keyExtract(cValue) returns a set of keywords extracted
from cValue).
Let us consider some examples. Suppose that intervalT(t1) = 5, intervalT(t2) = 6, and keyExtract
(‘crippled and strolling’) = {‘crippled’, ‘strolling’}. Then the sampling component value (gait:
string, ‘crippled and strolling’, t1) can be symbolized into two keywords: ‘gait-5-crippled’ and
‘gait-5-strolling’, and the sampling component value (blockage: bool, true, t2) can be symbolized
to one keyword: ‘blockage-6-true’.
5.3.2. Indexing symbolized keywords transformed from sampling component values. A distributed
B+-Tree can be built based on the symbolized keywords so that the SCVSKB+-Tree can be
constructed. Note that only one SCVSKB+-Tree exists in the IoT-SVK search engine for all sampling components.
The structure of the SCVSKB+-Tree is similar to that of the FTKB+-Tree. The index records of
the root and the internal nodes take the form <symKey, serverID, pagePointer>, where symKey is a
symbolized keyword, and serverID and pagePointer specify the address of the sub-tree. The leaf
node records take the form <symKey, set((rdStoreID, objID))> where symKey is a symbolized
keyword and set((rdStoreID, objID)) is a set of identiﬁer pairs, which specify the object data
records whose sampling values can be mapped to symKey. To uniform the length of the leaf node
records, detailed identiﬁer pairs are kept in IDSet-Blocks, and the leaf node records only contain
pointers leading to them.
For each monitored object (suppose that its identiﬁer is objID and the identiﬁer of its home
RD-Store is rdStoreID), its SCVSKB+-Tree index records are generated and maintained as
follows (assume that the newly received sampling value ω has m components: ω1, ω2,…,
ωm, and the function symkey(ζ ) returns the symbolized keyword of a sampling component
value ζ ).
For ωi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), the RD-Store needs to make the following judgments:

(1) If ωi is the ﬁrst value of the monitored object’s ith component, the RD-Store generates an index
record of the form <symKey(ωi), rdStoreID, objID> and send it to the index master server to
be indexed in the SCVSKB+-Tree.
(2) If ωi is not the ﬁrst value of the monitored object’s ith component, then the RD-Store needs to
last
check further (suppose
 the last value of the monitored object’s ith component is vi ). If symKey
last
to fourth component
(ωi) = symKey vi , the RD-Store needs to do nothing (see the second

,
the
RD-Store needs to
values in Figure 7 for examples). If symKey(ωi) ≠ symKey vlast
i
generate a new index record <symKey(ωi), rdStoreID, objID> and send it to the index master
server to be indexed in the SCVSKB+-Tree.
When receiving an index record of the form <symKey, rdStoreID, objID>, the index master
server either inserts it to the SCVSKB+-Tree as a new record (if symKey does not exist in the tree)
or merges the identiﬁer pair into the IDSet-Block of the leaf node record corresponding to symKey
(if it already exists in the tree).
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The detailed SCVSKB+-Tree maintaining algorithm, running at RD-Stores, is given in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, the function getLastSamplingValue(objID) (line 1) returns the last sampling
value of the monitored object according to its identiﬁer objID; the function getscv(v, i) (line 3)
returns the ith component value of a sampling value v; the function symKey(cv) (line 3) returns
the symbolized keyword of a component value cv; and the function sendIndexMaster(indexRec)
(line 7) sends the index record to the index master server.
As shown in Algorithm 1, even though the SCVSKB+-Tree is updated in real-time when the
sampling values are received, its updating frequency is much less than the frequency of data
samplings, because the granularity of the grid cells are much coarser than that of the sampling
values. In this way, the index updating cost for the SCVSKB+-Tree can be dramatically reduced.
From the previous description, we can see that the SCVSKB+-Tree is similar to the MOGSSTRTree in that both of them are grid cell based. Therefore, the SCVSKB+-Tree has similar features in
terms of index constructing complexity, index updating cost, and search response time, as
described in Section 5.2.3.
One of the most important traits of the SCVSKB+-Tree is that it can deal with sampling values of
different formats and value ranges in a uniformed manner, no matter whether they are structured data,
semi-structured data, or unstructured data. Structured and semi-structured data are self-descriptive and
can be decomposed into a set of sampling components. All sampling components, regardless of their
data formats, semantics, and value ranges, can be transformed into uniformed symbolized keywords
and indexed with the same SCVSKB+-Tree. Unstructured data will be vitalized [29] ﬁrst, and each
vitalization procedure outputs a semi-structured value, which can be considered as a sampling value.
Therefore, they can also be transformed to symbolized keywords and indexed by the SCVSKB+-Tree.
As an alternative of the SCVSKB+-Tree, we can also build an R-Tree for each sampling component.
However, because different sampling components can have different value ranges, large amount
of R-Trees need to be constructed in the system, which can make the search processing very
complicated, so that it is not a good solution.
5.3.3. Processing of value-based search conditions. For a value-based search condition, if it is
based on numeric sampling component values, it actually corresponds to a sampling component
value (cNameq: cTypeq, cValueq, tq), which speciﬁes the center of the search range, plus an error
threshold (εv, εt), which speciﬁes the extent of the search range. In processing such as search
request, the index master server takes the following steps:

(1) First, compute the search range QRange by taking (tq, cValueq) as the center and the error threshold
as the extent, as shown in Figure 9. That is,
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Figure 9. Value-based search processing on windspeed.


 

QRange ¼ cValueq –εv ; cValueq þ εv  t q –εt ; t q þ εt :
(2) For each grid cell intersecting with QRange, the index master server can obtain a symbolized keyword
of the form cNameq-Tq-Vq, where Tq and Vq are the order numbers of the cell along the T-axle and the
V-axle, respectively. Therefore, QRange can be transformed to a set of symbolized keywords, denoted
as SymKeyQ1, SymKeyQ2,…, SymKeyQk. For instance, the query range in Figure 9 is transformed
into four symbolized keywords: ‘windspeed-2-2’, ‘windspeed-2-3’, ‘windspeed-3-2’, and
‘windspeed-3-3’.
(3) The index master server searches the symbolized keywords SymKeyQ1, SymKeyQ2,…, SymKeyQk
in the SCVSKB+-Tree one by one through keyword matches. The search result of SymKeyQi,
denoted as result(SymKeyQi), is a set of identiﬁer pairs of the form set((rdStoreID, objID)).
(4) Let ﬁlterResult be the union of the results for SymKeyQ1, SymKeyQ2,…, SymKeyQm, that is,
filterResult ¼ ∪ki¼1 ðresultðSymKeyQi ÞÞ
(5) Reﬁne ﬁlterResult and output the object identiﬁers whose sampling component values are really
within the search range QRange. Note that ﬁlterResult may contain many unwanted objects because
the scope of the searched grid cells (the gray square in Figure 9) is larger than QRange.

If the value-based query is based on non-numeric sampling component values, the processing is
slightly different. Let us see an example: ‘ﬁnd all passengers appeared around time tq with error threshold
εt, whose gait is strolling and rolling’, which corresponds to a component value (gait: string, ‘strolling
and rolling’, tq) with εt as error threshold. Suppose that keyExtract(‘strolling and rolling’) = {‘strolling’,
‘rolling’}, and the range [ tq  εt, tq + εt] covers two time intervals numbered 2 and 3. Then, we can have
four query keywords: ‘gait-2-strolling’, ‘gait-2-rolling’, ‘gait-3-strolling’, and ‘gait-3-rolling’.
As both the sampling values and the value-based search conditions are transformed to symbolized
keywords, which have coarser granularities, the aforementioned value-based search processing
method can actually ﬁnish similarity searches through precise matches.
6. GENERAL SEARCH ALGORITHM OF IOT-SVKSEARCH
In the IoT-SVK search engine, all search requests are sent to the index master server ﬁrst, which
then invokes different indices for query processing. A search request is a Boolean expression with
each operand being a keyword (enclosed by ()), a spatial-temporal constraint (enclosed by []), or a
value-based constraint (enclosed by {}). In the following, we give some examples.
[Search Q1] ‘Find all temperature sensors deployed by Wuhan University except by the NICT lab’.
This search request is a keyword search, which can be expressed as the following Boolean expression:
ðtemperatureÞ AND ðWuhan UniversityÞ NOT ðNICT labÞ
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[Search Q2] ‘Find all GPS-tracked vehicles whose types are Police Car which are in region A at
time period P’.
This search request can be expressed as follows:
½A; PAND ðPolice CarÞ
[Search Q3] ‘Find all wind sensors deployed by Wuhan University whose windspeed values are
around v near time t, with error threshold (εv, εt)’.
This search request can be expressed as follows:
fðwindspeed : real; v; tÞ; ðεv ; εt ÞgAND ðWuhan UniversityÞ
When evaluating a search request, the index master server will ﬁrst execute the operands one
by one. If the operand to be executed is a keyword, then the FTKB+-Tree will be searched to
have the result. If the operand is a spatial-temporal constraint, then the ISTR-Tree will be invoked
to have the result. If the operand is a value-based condition, then the SCVSKB+-Tree will be searched
to have the result. Note that for spatial-temporal or value-based search conditions, the grid-cell-based
indices can only have ﬁltering results, which need to be further reﬁned to have the real search result.
The result of each operand is a set of object identiﬁer pairs of the form set(rdStoreID, objID).
After all the operands are executed, the index master server then evaluates the overall Boolean
expression through set computations and output the ﬁnal result.
The overall search algorithm is given in Algorithm 2.
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In Algorithm 2, the function search(ds, q) (lines 4, 6, 12) searches the index structure ds
according to the search condition q, the function symbolize(q) (line 9) uses the Grid-Based
Symbolization method introduced in Section 5.3.3 to symbolize the search condition, the function
reﬁne(R(qi), qi) (lines 7, 15 ) makes the reﬁnement on R(qi) according to qi and returns part of R(qi),
which really satisﬁes qi, and the function Evaluate(Qbool, R(q1), R(q2), …, R(qn)) (line 20) computes
the result of the Boolean expression Qbool based on the search results of the operands.
As shown in Algorithm 2, after receiving a search request Q, the index master server ﬁrst parses it into
a Boolean expression Qbool, which contains a set of operands q1, q2, …, qn, linked through AND, OR,
NOT operators. Then, each operand qi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is executed based on different index according to its
type, and the result R(qi) is a set of the form set((rdStoreID, objID)). Finally, the index master server
evaluates Qbool through set computations (AND, OR, NOT) and outputs the ﬁnal result the query user.
When the search results are displayed, the IoT-SVK search engine ranks the results ﬁrst
according to some predeﬁned standards. Besides, it displays the objDescript attribute and the
pDevice attribute together with the rdStoreID and objID attributes, to navigate the search users
for further actions.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Based on the aforementioned IoT-SVK search engine framework, we have implemented a
prototype system. The RD-Stores of the system are implemented based on the PostgreSQL 8.2.4
(with PostGIS 1.3.1 extension for spatial support), while the global indices are implemented
directly on ﬁle systems. The prototype system consists of 4–8 RD-Stores, 1 index master server, and
4–8 index node servers.
To evaluate the performance of the IoT-SVK search engine, we have conducted a series of
experiments based on the prototype system. The sampling data for the experiments take the format
described in Section 4. In general, the experimental data are numeric data, which can be classiﬁed
into two categories:
(1) Data from moving sensors. This part of data is generated based on the raw GPS data sampled
from over 10,000 Beijing taxi cabs. The original time interval for the raw GPS data samplings
is 5 min. All sampling values of the same taxi cab can form a spatial-temporal trajectory
describing its moving procedure. To make the trajectories denser and to increase the data
sampling frequency, we use a simulation program to add more sampling values into the trajectories
through network-based interpolations. Besides, the simulation program can replicate moving
objects so that the scale of the simulated data for moving sensors can be equivalent to sampling
from 12,800 to 32,000 GPS sensors.
(2) Data from static sensors. Such data are randomly generated by a simulation program, which
simulates the dynamic sampling from 128,000 to 320,000 static sensors. The simulated sensor
sampling values are numeric values and take the format of wind sensors as described in Table I.
For each test case, the experimental data set is derived by mixing the previous data according to a
ﬁxed proportion (in our experiments, the ratio between moving sensors and static sensors is set to
1:10). The main parameters of the experiments are described in Table II.
Because in the IoT search engine area there is no existing work supporting spatial-temporal
searches and value-based searches on both historical and present sampling values, we mainly focus
on the performances of the IoT-SVK search engine in different scales of sensor numbers.
First, let us analyze how the grid cell size of the MOGSSTR-Tree can affect the performances of spatial-temporal searches. From the analysis, we can see that when the size of grid cells increases, the index updating frequency will decrease, but the number of unwanted data records, which are outside the
query range, will increase so that the reﬁnement time will also increase, and vice versa. To achieve the
best overall searching performance, an appropriate grid cell size should be chosen carefully.
In the experimental data set, the average sampling distance is ξ = 320m 320m 20s (sampling
distance is the difference of two neighboring sampling points along X, Y, and T axles). In the experiments, the size of grid cells is set to φ times of ξ. For instance, when φ = 5, the size of the grid cells
Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Main parameters of the experiments.
Parameter

Value range (unit)

Parameter description

NMovSensors
NStaticSensors
NSensors
Nratio
ξ Sampling
NRDStore
NIndexMaster
NIndexNodes

12,800–32,000
128,000–320,000
140,800–352,000
1:10
5 (second)
4–8
1
4–8

Number of moving sensors
Number of static sensors
Number of all sensor
Ratio between moving sensors and static sensors
Sampling frequency
Number of RD-Stores
Number of index master servers
Number of index node servers

is 1.6 km 1.6 km 100 s. The query range of the spatial-temporal searches is set to [116.220,
116.300] [39.845, 39.925] [tnow  3 h, tnow], where tnow is the current query time.
Figure 10 shows the relationship between the grid cell size φ and the searching response time for
spatial-temporal searches. From the ﬁgure, we can see that the search response time does not
increase monotonically when φ increases. This is because the search response time is affected by
both the index updating cost and the reﬁnement cost. When φ increases, the index updating cost will
decrease, but the reﬁnement cost will also increase because the precision is lowered. Only when the
index updating cost and the reﬁning cost are balanced (this situation is called ‘balanced point’), the
system can achieve best overall performance.
By comparing Figure 10(a) and Figure 10(b) we can observe that the balanced point can be
affected by the number of index node servers. For instance, when NIndexNodes is 4, the balanced
point is φ = 7, and when NIndexNodes is 8, the balanced point is φ = 4.
Next, let us analyze how the grid cell size of the V T plane in constructing the SCVSKB+-Tree
can affect the performance of value-based searches. From the analysis, we can see that the
SCVSKB+-Tree is similar to the MOGSSTR-Tree in that both of them adopt grid-cell-based
partitioning methods.
In the experiments, we ﬁrst determine a baseline grid cell size with the V domain evenly
divided into 100 intervals of size Δv, and the T domain partitioned into intervals of size Δt = 5 s.
Then for each experiment case, the size of grid cells is set to δ times of the baseline grid cell
size. Figure 11 shows the query response time of the value-based searches when the grid cell
size δ changes.
From Figure 11, we can see that the SCVSKB+-Tree also have balanced points. Similar to that of
the MOGSSTR-Tree, the performance of the SCVSKB+-Tree also depends on both the index
updating cost and the reﬁnement cost.
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Figure 10. Search response time vs. grid cell size of Moving Object Grid-Sketched Spatial-Temporal R-Tree.
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Figure 11. Search response time vs. grid cell size of Sampling Component Value Symbolized Keyword
B+-Tree.
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Besides, the balanced point can also be affected by the number of index node servers. In our
experimental setting, when NIndexNodes is 4, the balanced point is δ = 8, and when NIndexNodes is 8,
the balanced point is δ = 4.
Finally, let us compare the performances of different search conditions when the data sizes and
the number of index node servers change. In the experiments, we set the grid cell sizes of both
the MOGSSTR-Tree and the SCVSKB+-Tree to their balance points. Besides, to eliminate the
inﬂuence of irrelevant index updates, when executing a certain search request, only the needed
index is open, while other indices are closed for index updating. The experimental results are shown
in Figure 12.
From Figure 12, we can observe that keyword searches and value-based searches can be
effectively supported by the IoT-SVK search engine, and the response time with different data sizes
is relatively stable. This is because the IoT-SVK search engine conducts keyword searches and
value-based searches based on B+-Tree indices, and the response time depends on the depth of
the B+-Tree and is not very sensitive to the data size.
As for spatial-temporal searches, the response times of the IoT-SVK search engine are not as
good as for keyword searches and for value-based searches. This is because the IoT-SVK search
engine uses an R-Tree like index for the spatial-temporal information, whose searching process
may involve backtrackings. Nevertheless, the overall performance is satisfactory – when the number of sensors is 340,000 and NIndexNodes is 8, the spatial-temporal searches can be ﬁnished in less
than 50 ms.
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Figure 12. Response time of different search types.
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By comparing Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b), we can see that in general, the system can achieve
better performances when the number of index node servers increases, especially for spatialtemporal searches.
8. CONCLUSION
Internet of things is a key technology for the future ICT industry. However, the research and system
development in the IoT search engine area are still very limited. To support effective retrieval of IoT
data, in this paper, we propose a real-time multimodal search engine framework, IoT-SVKSearch,
for retrieving massive and heterogeneous IoT sampling data in the IoT.
Through the distributed global indices built on the extracted full-text keywords, the spatialtemporal attributes, and the sampling values, IoT-SVKSearch can support multi-modal search
conditions including keyword-based, spatial-temporal, and value-based constraints. Besides,
through the grid cell based index updating mechanism, the indices can be updated in real-time with
greatly reduced index updating frequencies so that not only the historical but also the latest states of
sensors can be retrieved in real time.
As future work, clue-based searches and event-based searches based on IoT sampling data will
be studied.
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